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STATUS OF HFIR POST-RESTART SAFETY ANALYSIS

AND DOCUMENTATION UPGRADES

D.H. Cook, T.D. Radcliff, R.B. Rothrock, & R.E. Schreiber

The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), an experimental reactor

located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and operated

for the US Department of Energy by Martin Marietta Energy Systems,

was shut down in November, 1986 after the discovery of unexpected

neutron embrittlement of the reactor vessel. The reactor was

restarted in April, 1989, following an extensive review by DOE and

ORNL of the HFIR design, safety, operation, maintenance and

management, and the implementation of several upgrades to HFIR

safety-related hardware, analyses, documents and procedures. This

included establishing new operating conditions to provide added

margin against pressure vessel failure {1}, as well as the

addition, or upgrading, of specific safety-related hardware. These

pre-restart activities were reviewed by Flanagan, et al {2} and by

Cook and Cheverton (3). This paper summarizes the status of some

of the follow-on (post-restart) activities which are currently in

progress, and which will result in a comprehensive set of safety

analyses and documentation for the HFIR, comparable with current

practice in commercial nuclear power plants.

A focal point of current safety documentation efforts and

analysis upgrades is the preparation of an updated HFIR SAR, in a
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format comparable to that currently required for NRC-regulated

nuclear plants. As much as possible of the original HFIR safety

analysis results will be retained, while expanding the document to

incorporate additional areas which were not addressed in the

original report {4}.

Some updating of the original analyses will be required,

either to address changes in the HFIR characteristics and operation

since its startup, or to incorporate improved analytical methods

and data. Most of the current effort is directed towards updating

the areas of plant transients, including severe accidents; nuclear

core analyses; and meteorological analyses for dose transport.

Other information on the HFIR, such as the site and system

descriptions, quality assurance, and other subjects contained in

a Final Safety Analysis Report are being updated. In addition,

while not a part of the HFIR SAR itself, a significant analysis

effort has been devoted to establishing normal and accident

environmental conditions for environmental qualification of safety-

related equipment. The overall scope and status of the HFIR "EQ"

program is described in a companion paper {5}.

This paper contains a digest of three main areas of effort,

described above, that are proceeding over the next two years. The

first section of the paper describes the activities associated with

the revision of the Final Safety Analysis Report. The second

section deals with the Transient Analyses that are being done,



considering the new operating conditions and configurations, and

using modern codes. Finally, the paper discusses the revised

Nuclear Analyses that supplement work done years ago, and bring it

up to date. The results of these two latter efforts will be

incorporated in the FSAR.

HFIR FSAR PLANS

The general strategy for the preparation of the new FSAR is

to first prepare a Plan of Approach that outlines in detail the

content of each chapter, paralleling the format presented in

Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.70. Based on this outline, after agreement

with DOE on general content, a Review Plan can be prepared to guide

technical reviewers of the completed HFIR SAR chapters.

The specially tailored Review Plan is necessary because of the

uniqueness of the HFIR. It will serve as guidance for reviewers

who are familiar with RG 1.70, and the companion "Standard" Review

Plan NUREG-0800, but may not be intimate with the HFIR design. For

example, Chapter 10 in RG 1.70 refers to a Steam and Power

Conversion System that the HFIR does not have. Instead, Chapter

10 for HFIR will describe the experimental facilities, how they may

affect reactor operation, and the review process followed before

an experiment can be undertaken.



An important consideration in reviewing the design and safety

of older reactors involves the standards available at the time they

were built. For example, seismic Category I, or Class IE

electrical equipment, does not apply. In the case of HFIR, and

other reactors at ORNL, the people who designed them also served

on national standards committees. Thus, the reactors may precede

the present standards, but the same care went into both.

Furthermore, modifications to the reactor systems, as well as

reanalyses, have kept pace with advancing requirements. For this

reason it has been necessary to establish the original criteria of

the design, keep track of the subsequent changes, and note changes

which are still in process as a result of the various safety

appraisals.

A unique feature of HFIR, and other reactors located on the

Oak Ridge Reservation, is the relationship of their exclusion area

to the outside world. The zone of immediate control is the fence

around the HFIR site with its conventional security arrangements.

Beyond the fence, the security force controls access to all

portions of the Reservation by patrols and postings along the roads

and at intersections. The general public resides or is otherwise

continuously present well beyond the fence, outside the Reservation

itself, although there are some farming operations permitted on the

Reservation from which the harvests are monitored.



There are many occupational workers within the Reservation,

along with guest scientists, casual visitors, and members of the

public passing through on the various freely accessible roads. As

a general rule, people without radiation dosimetry on the

Reservation are treated as members of the public with regard to

allowable radiation doses. This is because they are not

continuously present. All others are treated as radiation workers.

With these considerations in mind, a decision has been made

regarding the location of the Exclusion Area and Low Population

Zone (LPZ). Because of the continuous control, and non-residency

of the public, the Reservation boundary meets the definition of

Exclusion Area in 10 CFR 100. The LPZ is just beyond the

Reservation.

In addition to the relatively large Reservation on which the

Oak Ridge research reactors are sited, preparation of the HFIR SAR

is also simplified, in comparison with a nuclear power plant, for

the following reasons:

Both internal and external event Probabilistic Risk

Assessments, Level 1, have been completed, reviewed by DOE, and

accepted with minor changes. This allows screening the spectrum

of possible accidents, and concentrating on those with significant

risks;

The HFIR has twenty years operating experience, so that

the characteristics of key components are known, and further

assumptions or bounding calculations are unnecessary in many cases;



The low radioisotope inventory in the core, the low

pressure of the primary system, the low temperature of the coolant,

and other features, greatly restrict the affect of accidents,

making the consequences negligible off-site.

These advantages are being used to construct the Plan of

Approach, and the FSAR itself, as well as the Review Plan by which

the FSAR will be judged. These considerations have had a

particularly strong impact on what is necessary for chapters 3,

Structural; 6, Engineered Safety Features; 8, Electrical; 9,

Auxiliary Systems.

The descriptions of the Reactor, chapter 4, and the Primary

Coolant System, chapter 5, will certainly diverge from the

requirements given in RG 1.70, as will Instrumentation & Controls,

chapter 7. Guidance for the possible contents of these Chapters

may be drawn from the recently prepared FSAR for N-reactor at

Hanford. N-reactor is also a class A reactor, started in 1964 just

before HFIR, for which the updated FSAR followed RG 1.70.

Chapter 11, Radwaste Management, chapter 12, Radiation

Protection, and chapter 13, Conduct of Operations, are fairly

straight forward. With regard to organizational structure in

chapter 13, the HFIR FSAR will describe the contractor, Martin

Marietta Energy Systems, as well as the DOE organization that has

direct supervision over the reactor.
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Chapter 14, Power Ascension, will cover the initial startup

in 1965, as well as the restart program that began with criticality

in April 1989. Chapter 16, Technical Specifications, is

traditionally maintained separately of the FSAR so the two

documents do not have to be changed together. Chapter 17, Quality

Assurance, will describe not only the present program using

standard NQA-1, but also the program that existed during design,

procurement and fabrication.

Chapter 15, Accident Analysis, will be the last chapter

completed, drawing on the information in the previously completed

chapters, the DOE review of those chapters, and the reanalyses made

necessary by the vessel embrittlement, and the Severe Accident

Program that parallels that of the NRC. Severe accidents are more

likely in HFIR than in a commercial reactor, according to the PRA,

but the consequences are far less severe. DOE has been assured

that the Technical Specifications will reflect the results of the

analyses reported in Chapter 15.

As indicated above, the schedule allows DOE to review chapters

as they are produced, rather than waiting two years until the FSAR

is complete. At least four chapters will be completed this fiscal

year, one of them being Chapter 16, Technical Specifications, which

is always "complete", but often changed as requirements change and

safety analyses point to new or relaxed restrictions on operation.



Most of the chapters will be completed during fiscal 1991, but

the detailed analysis of transients and severe accidents, Chapter

15, will not be done until mid 1992. As chapters are completed and

reviewed there will likely be feedback to chapters in progress, so

a round of revisions is expected to overlap the schedule of initial

drafts.

It is anticipated that there will be annual revisions to the

FSAR, issued in the form of change pages, similar to the method

used to keep FSARs of commercial reactors current.

HFIR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS UPDATES

The original HFIR transient analyses were performed using an

analog computer model which is no longer available. Consequently

modifications to the plant or updated data cannot readily be

incorporated into the original results. To bring these analyses

up to date, new transient calculations will be made using current

digital computer methods. These cumulations will be included in

Chapter 15 of the HFIR FSAR.

The Chapter 15 transient analyses for the HFIR are intended

to apply the bases of RG 1.70 while also trying to account for

realistic multiple equipment failure scenarios. The eight general

categories of initiating events given in RG 1.70 are being

considered, with the exception of anticipated transients without
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scram which will be included as part of the other seven categories.

Initiating events have been selected and a list of active

mitigating equipment has been compiled. The failure frequencies

for this equipment have been derived from the HFIR PRA. Starting

with a specific initiating event, sequences of equipment failures

are being assembled. The frequency of these event sequences have

been calculated to define the total sequence frequency. Failure

of passively mitigating equipment which is not challenged during

the transient, such as an operating pump which continues to run at

the same load, is not considered.

The event sequences determined have been divided into

frequency classes. Moderate frequency events are defined as

sequences with an overall frequency of greater than lO"1/yr.

Infrequent events are expected to occur with frequencies between

lO"1/yr and 10"4/yr. Limiting events are assigned frequencies of

10'Vyr to 10"7/yr« Events with a frequency of 10'7/yr or less will

not be analyzed.

Within the three frequency classes, event sequences are being

reviewed to eliminate sequences which have radiological

consequences that are clearly bounded by other events of similar

frequency. The remaining events will be analyzed using hand

calculations or digital computer codes as necessary. The event

sequence which leads to the largest radiological release in each

of the 21 combinations of initiator category and frequency class

will be reported in the FSAR.



Some specific requirements of RG 1.70 and the associated

standard review plan are not appropriate. For example, a loss of

offsite power coincident with reactor scram will not be considered

for HFIR. It is normal practice to consider coincidence at power

plants where a reactor trip perturbs the grid. Since HFIR does not

supply power, the offsite grid will be considered as an

unchallenged system during most events. Also, a stuck control rod

will not be considered in each event. If an inoperable control rod

will adversely affect any particular sequence, this failure will

be added and the frequency of failure will be included in the total

sequence frequency.

RELAP5 MOD3 models with two levels of noding complexity will

be used to analyze all system transients which do not involve fast

reactivity changes, including LOCAs. One of these, the model with

the greater noding complexity is already being used to evaluate

LOCAs {6}. Reactivity addition accidents will be analyzed with a

coupled point kinetics-fuel thermal performance code developed at

ORNL. This code shows good agreement with the original analog

computer calculations for the same transients.

These accident analyses will be supplemented by calculations of

severe accident consequences, including fission product transport

aspects within the HFIR confinement. These calculations will treat

accidents where fuel melting is anticipated such as large LOCAs,
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total flow subchannel blockages, and anticipated transient without

scram events.

Updated HFIR Nuclear Analyses

New nuclear analyses in progress or planned for the FSAR will

extend the original nuclear design results {7} in two basic areas:

(1) Curium-based targets are now used for transplutonium

isotope production. Originally, Plutonium target material was

used.

(2) A depletion analysis to end-of-cycle (EOC) conditions,

including the calculation of EOC power shapes and reactivity

coefficients, will be done.

The HFIR target region is a flux trap, a 128.7 mm (nominal 5-

inch) cylindrical region in the center of the annular core. This

region is large enough with respect to neutron mean free paths to

permit the buildup of a large thermal neutron population, but small

enough so that end leakage and absorption by the moderator does not

excessively deplete the neutron population. This is a unique

feature of the reactor where an intense thermal neutron flux,

>1O*19 neutrons/m2-s, is available for production of special isotopes

and high-flux irradiation of test samples. Target materials are

irradiated in this region, in the form of aluminum-based cermet

pins, to produce transplutonium isotopes for research and

commercial purposes. During initial operation, targets contained
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Plutonium high in Pu-242, and the principal product was

Californium-252. Currently, target pins contain an initial mixture

of Curium isotopes, and Einsteinium is produced in addition to

Californium.

A key issue related to the flux trap/target region is the

effect of the various target materials on the coolant void

coefficient in the flux trap region; the void coefficient is

generally positive due to overmoderation in that area of the core.

A calculational study of the effects of different target isotopes

on the void coefficient {8} has shown that the maximum positive

coefficient expected from current HFIR targets is bounded by the

void coefficient of the earlier Pu-242 targets, as well as by the

special experimental simulated target used for void worth

measurements during the initial HFIR startup physics measurements.

Two-dimensional (R-Z) nuclear depletion calculations to EOC

conditions have also been completed, and EOC power distribution

data are being prepared for thermal analysis use. The depleted core

model will also be used as a base for calculation of EOC reactivity

coefficients. These are required to complete the reactor transient

analyses. Extensive measurements of temperature and void

coefficients at Beginning of Cycle (BOC) conditions were made

during the HFIR critical experiments and initial physics tests, and

these results will be used both as direct input to transient
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calculations at BOC, and as a means for verifying the nuclear

calculations for BOC conditions.

These ongoing efforts, in addition ro the pre-restart safety

related activities {2), are planned to provide an analysis and

documentation base for the HFIR which is comparable to current

commercial reactor practice, while addressing the unique features

of the reactor. Current status and updated results of these

activities will be reflected in future presentations.
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8. R. B. Rothrock, "Flux Trap Void Effects in the High Flux

Isotope Reactor with Curium Targets", presented at the June,

1990 American Nuclear Society Annual Meeting in Nashville, Tn.
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